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The latter half of this theorem shows that the analogue, in double Fourier series, of the Fejér-Lebesgue theorem is not a trivial extension of that of a function of a single variable.
The purpose of the present note is to discuss the strong summability 2 of double Fourier series. A double series ^a mn is said to be strongly summable with the positive index k if there exists a constant s such that the expression It is easily seen from Holder's equality that the summability says more for larger k. and so on. On writing 
PROOF. Let a be a rational number, and E a the set of points (#, y) such that We also require the following formula of integration by parts:
This formula is valid if p is integrable on (ai, 61; 02, 62), ^' is absolutely continuous on (ai, a 2 ), and ^" is absolutely continuous on (61, 62). We have to deduce 
+ I iz (ji, v;m,n) + Iu(y>, v\m,n),
where i = 1, 2, 3. For brevity, we also write J«,-(jLt, *>) for I<,-(JUI, *>; w, w). Accordingly, 
Since 0<fjL^m t 0<v^n, it is easily seen from (3.4) and (3.5) that
In a similar manner, we can prove hid*, v)=o(l), Izi(p, v)=o(l).
Hence we obtain 
